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英国北西部日英協会
Japan Society North West
NEWSLETTER
Talk and Kimono Dressing by
Sheila Cliffe
On Saturday, February 21st, a lecture hall at
Manchester Metropolitan University was
filled with excitement, despite the cold,
windy weather outside. Sheila Cliffe (right),
visiting from Saitama, Japan, was giving a
talk on various patterns commonly used in
Kimono dyeing in Japan. Sheila Cliffe is a
kimono collector who has lived in Japan for
25 years, and is qualified as a kimono
dresser in a renowned kimono dressing
school in Japan.
Her colourful Powerpoint presentation was very well organized,
as well as very informative (below left), and the event was wellattended with Kimono enthusiasts. The talk was followed by
kimono dressing demonstration by Sheila (left), then sale of
some of her kimono collection (below right).
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聞かせて！日本の話

How was it?

Member’s Experience in Japan
In this issue, our member, Rosemary Irving, tells us about her experience in Kamikouchi, Matsumoto, in
Nagano Prefecture. Kamikouchi （上高地） is a famous scenic highland resort at the foot of Mt. Hodaka
（穂高）, where pristine Azusa river (梓川） flows. Was it all that fancy? Now, let’s hear her story!
In 2003, my son Francis was

foot long stainless steel sink

back-packing around Asia when

outside the toilet where one

the SARS scare happened. He

could

was in Kunming in China in

presumably

March, and decided that the

visitors, and try to chase the spit

Chinese authorities were not

down the plug hole in the centre.

telling

they

There were also showers and a

denied there were any cases in

hot tub in which I later boiled

China. He thought that the best

myself. As Francis wanted to “do

place to be, should one be

Japan” as cheaply as possible we

unfortunate enough to catch

had

SARS, was Japan; so he booked a

businessmen's hotels with tiny

flight to Osaka. I told him that I

en suite rooms, so we were

had been looking for a package

delighted to be in a spacious

tour to Japan, and he said “Why

traditional Japanese house at

don't you join me? It's not a

last. The owners spoke a little

backpacking place.” So I planned

English which was a treat too.

the

truth

when

an itinerary for a month and

Next

obtained two train passes, and

brush

teeth,

alongside

been

other

staying

morning

excellent

met him at Kansai airport a week

one's

we

breakfast

at

had
–

an

several

small dishes of miso, fish, pickles

later on 17 April. Lots of people

and rice. We told the proprietor

were wearing face masks, but we

that we were going to Kamikochi,

were not concerned. I kept a

and she advised us to wear three

diary of our adventures.

layers of clothing as it would be

At the beginning of Golden Week, 28 April, we arrived at

very cold up the mountain. We expected everywhere to

Matsumoto in Central Honshu. The travel guides told us

be busy during Golden week, especially as the internet

to book accommodation and trains for Golden week, but

said that few Japanese people were venturing overseas

we need not have bothered. The express train was nearly

because of SARS, but only a few people got on the bus

empty, and we were the only people at the Ryokan. We

with us for the two hour drive. Kamikochi is 1500 metres

left our bags there and went looking for food. We found

up in the Northern Japan Alps, and I wanted to see the

a noodle stall by the station – very cheap fast food and

“stunning Alpine scenery”. After 45 minutes the bus

tasty.

began to climb up into the Chuba Sangahu National

Back at the Ryokan we left our shoes by the door and put
on slippers. It was a large, old wooden house, superior
to the “white houses” I thought. We went up the wide
wooden staircase and left the slippers outside the
bedroom door. The beds were already laid out on the
tatami matting. There was a sliding paper screen
between the matting and a wood floor by the window,
and we were told to put our bags on the wooden floor.

Park. We passed several reservoirs and went through
tunnels. The hillside was often precipitous, the birch
and larch trees still bare. Francis fell asleep, which
infuriated me – he missed so much! It became more and
more snowy and I could see why the road had been
closed until three days before. This was a world class
bus ride – more dramatic than anything you can see
from a Shinkansen.

There was no water – we were shown the bathroom

Kamikochi nestles in the Azusa valley, and there are only

which was down the back wooden staircase and along a

a

passage. There were several hole-in-the floor toilets

missionary, Walter Weston, discovered Kamikochi and

and one western toilet, very cramped; there was a four

introduced mountaineering to the Japanese in the late
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nineteenth century. There are various climbs or walks
one can do. We walked along the Azusa river which was
absolutely clear as crystal and a beautiful light blue. The
sun was shining brightly on the snow; it was surprisingly
hot and we had to remove two layers of clothing and put
on sunglasses. In places it was slushy underfoot, even
wet with melting snow, and we wished we had hiking
boots on. The scenery exceeded all expectations.
At 2pm we set off in the opposite direction to Lake
Taisho just as the sun went behind clouds. The
temperature quickly dropped and I put my fleece back
on. There was a lot of snow on the paths and very few
people. At junctions in the path we did not know which
way to go, and we could not understand the small
Japanese signs, if any. It got even colder and gloomier
and I was glad I had a third layer of clothing to put on.
There were no people around and the beautiful valley
became a rather sinister place. Could we get totally lost
and have to spend the night outside in sub-zero
temperatures? Would we miss the last bus back at 4pm?
We had an argument at a fork in the path and could not
agree which way to go. Francis went off in a huff, and I
reluctantly followed. Then a young Japanese couple
appeared and I spoke. They pointed along a path. Had
they understood me? I was quite scared, and Francis
admitted (years later) that he was too.
It was beginning to get dark when finally we arrived at
Lake Taisho. It was formed in one night in 1915 when
Mount Yake-dake erupted and blocked the Azusa river.
There were still decaying tree trunks jutting out of the
water 85 years later. I found it very eerie. We could now

That night Francis had a bad dream; he reached out and
his fingers pierced the paper screen by his bed. The
screen looked old, and as if it had never been repaired
before. If two panes were repaired, would they have to
do the whole lot to match the paper colour? Would a
specialist paper screen repairer have to be employed?
How much would it cost? We decided not to mention it
until we had finished our breakfast, and that we must be
very submissive and sorrowful about it in the Japanese
way. I was awake for hours worrying about it, and there
was a gale blowing outside, which did not help. I put on
the yukata provided – surprisingly it trailed on the floor;
at the door I stepped into the sloppy slippers and
struggled down the slippery highly polished stairs to the
loo. Bliss! The seat was heated. (As this Ryokan was not
so cheap, Francis was unimpressed with this trek to the
ablution block.)
After breakfast I told our hostess that we had “had a
little accident” . She raced up the stairs with us in pursuit
and surveyed the pristine tatami matting. I pointed at
the screen and she laughed, with relief. “Children”, she
said, “Ha, ha!” and stabbed with her fingers. (I had been
imagining my grandchildren in that room! Paper screens
must be an accident waiting to happen.) I said “Bad
dream. Aggh!!”, and lashed out with my arm. She was
puzzled, then understood. We asked how much to repair
it, but she just laughed it off and would not let us pay.
Then it all turned topsy-turvy.

said “Sorry” and made

submissive gestures, and we felt like foolish, awkward,
clumsy foreigners. (No need to fake our sorrow!) But as
we left for the station she was all smiles.
We were delighted with Kamikochi and the Ryokan
see the road, but would we be able to cross some water

experience. I noted that, apart from one English lad, we

and get to it, or would we have to turn back? I was very

still had not met any foreign tourists and few Japanese

anxious. Finally we reached the road and a cafe. Safe at

tourists. Was everyone staying at home because of SARS?

last, with 30 minutes to warm up indoors with stewed
western tea (no choice) before catching the last bus
down the mountain. While waiting at the bus stop in the
semi-dark I noted what a frightening and dangerous
place Kamikochi could be.
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Rosemary
Photos by Rosemary:
Mt. Hodaka (3190 m) and Azusa river (Left page), the
famous “Kappa” bridge across Azusa river (left), and
Azusa river with some tourists (above right).
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もっと 知 りたい！

Tell me more!

Japan Day In-Depth
This issue’s Japan Day In-Depth explores the world of Kyudo (弓道）, which is Japanese style archery.
Malcolm Bagnall of the Manchester Kyudo Club, takes us into the wonder of the art of Kyudo. (Malcolm’s
grade is Renshi, 6th Dan (六段）, which is a very high degree and an Instructor Grade.)
Whenever I am asked about how I spend my free time,

the psychological and intuitive relationship of these

two questions inevitably follow, the first is ‘What is

three towards the shooting.

Kyudo’, and when I reply that it is Japanese Archery, the
second is ‘How does Japanese archery differ from other
forms?’

Hitting the target is not easy, and there can be many
years of patient and sometimes frustrating practice
before consistency is achieved. Having achieved it, there

Kyudo is ‘The Way of the Bow’, a traditional Japanese

is no guarantee it will stay, there is a saying that this

discipline that uses the performance of shooting a bow

ability is like the morning mist, ‘what is there in the

and arrow as a means of

morning,

developing character and as an

afternoon’. So we must firmly

has

gone

by

the

expression of something other

establish those qualities within

than self. That means using

ourselves. In the process of

archery,

Japanese

doing this, negative attitudes

context, to understand and

and reactions, which are an

challenge/change

in

the

ourselves

obstacle to natural and sincere

such that we manage our lives

shooting, must be recognized

differently. Much as the Way of

and confronted. In this way, the

Tea is not only a means of

practice

making a nice cup of tea, or

different perspective on one's

Calligraphy is not just a means

attitudes and reactions in daily

to do attractive writing, they

life.

of

Kyudo

gives

a

are both an expression of
something else.
At the beginning of training, the

To explain this in the Kyudo

student must learn the basic

context I say that whereas

form to shoot the bow correctly.

other forms of archery refine

This is the ‘Hassetsu’, or eight

and modify the equipment to

stages of the shooting sequence.

overcome the failings of the

If the training is pursued with

archer, in Kyudo we keep the
equipment as it is and change

Malcolm Bagnall in his Kyudo costume

the archer. So that when we
understand the equipment, know how to use the body in
relation to it and maintain a correct attitude, accuracy on
the target follows. In the process or ‘Way’ of getting to
that we undergo change and hopefully express that in
the shooting.

Bodies’.

evidence

of

one's

progress.

While acquiring this level takes some time, learning the
basic form to make a safe and adequate release is learnt
fairly quickly, enabling the student to enter fully into the
challenge of shooting on the target at an early stage of
the training.

Kyudo teaches 3 aspects of practice, called Sanmai Itai,
‘Three

diligence and sincerity accuracy
in the shooting will increase as

These

are

as

stated

above,

understanding the equipment, use of the body and the
correct psychological state. Where other forms of
archery are purely utilitarian in approach, we have other
aspects to consider. Some say that hitting the target is
not important in Kyudo, that is not correct, but what we
do say is that hitting is a measure of how well we have
achieved that balance between the ‘Three Bodies’, i.e.,
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sequence. This shooting procedure is called ‘Taihai’, or
‘Tachi’, which roughly translates as ‘with others’.
Formal shooting is part of the long ceremonial tradition
based upon the concept of ‘Rei’ (etiquette), which
developed from Confucianism, here the archer, through
all his/her movements demonstrates respect for other
and the ability to harmonize with the world around
them, again, useful training in dealing with life.

There are three objects to be demonstrated through our
practice, ‘Shin, Zen and Bee’, which are translated as
Truth, Goodness and Beauty. Truth cannot be deceived,
it can be intuited, but not defined, it becomes evident
through correct shooting and consistent hitting, the

Kyudo demonstration on Japan Day, 2008

arrow flies straight to the target, a clean release and
sharp sound of the string show correct form, and some

to it. Keeping to the essential and traditional form of the

say, a pure heart. Goodness is expressed through the

equipment accentuates the purpose of Kyudo, which is

Confucian concept of ‘Rei’, or respect for other (not

to realize balance within the constraints of the

limited to people but all things), working in harmony and

equipment and shooting. The archer must challenge and

mutual support. Beauty comes from the elegant bow, the

change him/her self rather than modify the equipment.

formal dress, correct posture and movement and correct
use of the space within the dojo, and finally in the dignity
of the whole event.

Like all Japanese art forms there is a grading system to
mark progress. This also encourages people to shoot to
their grade and be an example to others of lesser grade.

Whilst Kyudo could not be considered a competitive

Grading ceremonies are carried out in a formal context

sport in the western sense, competition is an essential

and require demonstration of correct movement and

part of its history and practice, it serves to challenge the

posture, correct form in the shooting and accuracy

student and test attitude. Through competition Kyudo

appropriate for the standard. Up to 5th Dan students are

has a social context, excitement and challenge that all

considered to be relative beginners, the first Shogo or

add to its enjoyment. There are annual UK and bi-annual

titled grade follows the 5th, when students are

or

considered sufficiently experienced

Taikai, and within our Group at

to instruct others. This level, called

regular

the

Renshi, is rarely given to anyone with

the

less than 10 years experience and

European

competitions
intervals.

establishment

With
of

International Kyudo Federation

follows

there will now be International

demanding 4 stage test, there are 5

competitions,

people in the UK who have achieved

whether

this

but

I

activity

doubt

a

fairly

rigorous

and

or exceed this level.

will

translate to the Olympics.

Kyudo does not require extreme
physical strength but mobility of
joints and limbs, it requires the

The present form of the bow and

qualities

arrow has changed very little

available to all to, it is not aggressive

since its development in the

and as long as we don’t shoot living

thirteenth century. The bow is

things it can be considered not

like no other, being long and

violent. Its practice can continue

elegantly curved. It is difficult to

until

use, but typical of the Japanese,

recommended to men and women of

we keep the elegant shape for

all ages.

old

of

character

age

and

that

can

are

be

its beauty and adapt ourselves
Kyudo society members practice their skills
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Focus on Members
Once again, it’s time to focus on members. The questions asked are the same as before: 1. How long have you
been a member? 2. Why or how did you become a member? 3. Any request to the society for future events? If you
have news about yourself relevant to the JSNW Newsletter, please let us know by emailing to

1. 3 years

1. 5 to 6 years

2. Being a member of Japanese garden

2. Got a full order for catering

society, and generally interested in

then, and decided to become a

anything Japanese, thought it would

member.

be a good idea to join JSNW as well.

3. Nothing in particular. I wish I

3. Just bought two Japanese dictionar-

could come to more events.

ies, and would be nice if someone can

(Taka is the chef who prepared

teach me how to use them.

the great food at Bonenkai.)

1. 4 years
2. (Steve) While I was teaching at Manchester Metropolitan University, had
an opportunity to visit Japan on business. I made these contacts in Japan, and
I wanted to keep them. I went to Kobe and Kanto area including Tokyo. Now
I have a Japanese student working with me. (Ann) I am interested in Japanese
culture, although not as intensely as Steve, but we have a family friend who
married a Japanese woman, and our son was a best man.
3. Not really. We’ve been to many events, although we couldn’t make to the
Bonenkai. We liked the gardening one and the museum event in Liverpool. A
few years ago there was a meal event at a Japanese restaurant. We are interested in Japanese cuisine. Or something
about history would interest me (Ann).
1. Just became a member one week ago. I’m still

1. 3 or 4 years ago

waiting for my membership card and the News-

2. I’ve got interest in

letter to be mailed to me.

almost

2. I heard about the society through the repre-

Japanese. I started off

sentative of the embroidery society. And I

from martial art. I collect

checked it on the internet, and I saw a whole new

swords, and study lots of

world. I’m interested in Japanese braiding, I’m

Japanese

doing it for a couple of years now. I came all the

related to swords. You

way from Blackpool today.

can see various patterns

everything

in

symbolism

3. Not really… but I went to Japan for a braiding conference a couple

on Saya (sword’s handguard).

of years ago, and the next one will be in Manchester in 2012. That will

3. Not particularly. As long as they won’t make

be a good event for the society.

me eat Sushi (just joking!).

We are sad to let you know that a long-standing member,
of Liverpool, has passed away.
She had visited Japan some 15 times, and used to travel there at least once every one
or two years. One of her sons, Roger, lives and works in Tokyo, and is married to a
Japanese lady. One of the highlights of Esme’s life was seeing Roger getting married
to Haruyo in a traditional Shinto ceremony in Tokyo. This helped give her a great
appreciation for all things Japanese.
She was an avid collector of Japanese phone cards and had one of the largest collections in the country. She took pride in showing her collection, and had even been on a television programme with it.
Esme showed an interest in all things Japanese and was an active member of the Society. We are sure that she will be
deeply missed by all who knew her.
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2008 Foreign Minister's Commendation
On November 3rd, 2008, JSNW member Mr. Annesley Wright (Managing
Director, TRB Limited) received his award for his contribution in looking after,
with utmost care and kindness, the
welfare of the Japanese community in
North Wales and the Northwest England. This award was in commemoration of the 150th anniversary of the
relationship between Japan and the
UK. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs
conferred the Foreign Minister’s Certificate of Commendation to 9 individuals and 1 group, all of whom have long
been making significant contributions to the improvement of bilateral relations
Mr. Wright with His Excellency

between Japan and the UK. These commendations give recognition to the

Ambassador Shin Ebihara (left)

outstanding achievements of individuals and groups.

More on Japan Day In-Depth
As you might remember, Liverpool & District Koi Club exhibited on Japan Day 2008. Koi is Japanese carp, famous for
the beautiful colour, almost a pre-requisite for a pond in a Japanese garden. Paul Edgar talks about his club, and the
future event in July that features all about Koi.
Hi everyone at JSNW.

My name is Paul of the finest koi ever to

Edgar, Chairman of the Liverpool & come into this country
District Koi Club. We are a fairly small from Japan. Then I, with
club with a membership of 15 families. the

help

Our numerous activities throughout the Waddington

of

Tim

from

UK

year include exchange pond visits, where Nishikigoi (one of the
we, as a club, visit various other koi clubs leading koi dealers with
throughout the country. These visits
include a tour around members’
ponds and finish off with a nice meal

over 30 Japan trips under his belt;

(see the photo on the right, taken at

see

an exchange pond visit with the mid

give you an insight into the history

staffordshire koi club), then they

of koi in Japan. His talk starts at

come to us and we do the same for

the turn of the century when carp

them. We have a monthly meeting

fry were first introduced into the

where

is

rice growing fields. They were as

done,

all
B.B.Qs

the

planning

throughout

www.uknishikigoi.com),

will

the

food supplement to get the rice

summer at various members homes,

farmers through the harsh winters.

trips out to various different koi

Then, up to the present day where

dealers, and the end-of-the-year meeting with a big a 1 metre koi is not
Christmas night out. Each membership includes the whole uncommon. We will also
family, so most of our explain

the

differences

activities include the between a koi pond and
whole family.

an

As you may know, I will
be

giving

a

presentation on July 5
2009 at UK Nishikigoi
in St. Helens. You will
be able to view some
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pond, as well as looking at
the

different

types
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filtration, and give you an
insight into what it takes
to keep koi healthy.
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Event Calendar for 2009
We’ve got exciting events lined up for you for the rest of 2009. More details of each event, such as the
map of the location, can be found on our web site. Please mark your calendar!

Sunday 19 April, 2 pm to 4 pm, at Padgate Community

Saturday 6 June, at Padgate Community Centre,

Centre, Warrington

Warrington

A talk and demonstration by Jane Smith of the Eikoku

A demonstration of the Tea Ceremony by Akemi Soloway,

Kudari Nuido Group.

and a display of ikebana by Brenda Thorpe.

Wednesday

29

April,

5pm

to

7pm,

at

Sapporo

Teppanyaki Restaurant in Manchester
Sunday 5 July, 1:30pm to 3:30 pm, at UK Nishikigoi
It is at last happening! This inaugural session will take

facility in St. Helen

place at Sapporo Teppanyaki Restaurant. It is meant to
be a very casual get-together, where participants are

As described on the previous page by Paul.

encouraged to speak in Japanese as much as possible. At
least one native Japanese speaker will be there to host
the session. We hope to make this a regular event,
happening at least every other month. Please

Saturday 12 September, at Calderstones

keep checking our website!

Park, Liverpool
Another

visit

by

Professor

Masao

Fukuhara, who will this time talk about,
as well as demonstrating, pruning trees
the Japanese Way. This event is meant to
be a hands-on workshop where you will

Saturday 16 May, 2 pm to 4 pm at Padgate

have a chance to prune trees yourself! A

Community Centre, Warrington (Members-

joint event by Japanese Garden Society and JSNW.

only event)
Long-time JSNW member and experienced Sushi chef
‘Taka’ will demonstrate how sushi is prepared; this is
your chance for a ‘close up’ view of Sushi-making. We’ll
also have “Bento” boxes on sale.
Sushi demonstration will be followed immediately by
AGM, where you will be updated on the Society’s
finances,

membership

and

activities,

and

a

new

Committee will be elected. If you would be prepared to
stand for election to the Committee, please contact us.
Your Society needs you!

Editor’s Comment

編集後記

Yuko Howes

Spring is here at last! Everything is starting a new life around us. We hope you have many outings planned to enjoy
the weather. We also hope that our events will make a nice outing for you. Have you already been on Focus on Members? If not, please come out to our events, and let us hear your story. We would also love to hear about your trip to
Japan. Please send us your story to editor@jsnw.org.uk Remember, JSNW is YOUR Society!
Kevin Howes, Rosemary Irving, Malcolm Bagnall, Paul Edgar.

for newsletter-related,

; for events-related, events@jsnw.org.uk
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